International Education Week
NOV 16-19, 2015
Mon, Nov 16

10:30-11:00 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
JAPANESE ZITHER AND FLUTE: KOTO AND SHAKUKACHI
Darin Miyashiro (koto) and Chris Moina (shakuhachi) will perform traditional and contemporary music for Japanese zither and bamboo flute. Mixing 19th century classical music with 1970s rock’n’roll, this music celebrates the sounds of nature, the stillness of meditation, and the nightlife of Osaka. Darin is a licensed teacher of the International Sawai Koto Foundation, and Chris is a PhD student and disciple of Master Masakazu Kuzui. Both musicians teach at the UHM music department.

12:15-1:30 PM Great Lawn BURMESE CHINLONE: TRADITIONAL SPORT OF BURMA Chinlone is played with a ball woven of cotton and combined with sharp dance and elegant movement. Organized & played by students of Asian 100.

1:00-3:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
INSPIRATIONAL PEOPLE Poster sessions by ESOL 197 students from China, Japan, Korea, and Israel illustrate how inspirational African-American women, men, and people with disabilities have taken part in the struggle for equality and are leading inspiring lives today. Coordinated by Jody Yamamoto.

9:30-11:30 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC CONCERT MUS 206 KCC Synthesizer Ensemble directed by Ms. Anne Craig Lum will perform music from Korea, China, Vietnam, Spain, Japan, Hawaii & the United States on keyboards, accompanied by guitar, violin and percussion.

11:00-12:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
HONOLULU PASSPORT AGENCY Representatives of the Honolulu Passport Agency will be here to provide information on obtaining a US Passport.

12:00-2:00 PM PHI THETA KAPPA Ohi’a Cafeteria
Presented by the KCC Accounting Club.

Wed, Nov 18

9:00-2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
HI THETA KAPPA INTER-RELATIONSHIP WITH HAWAII
Paul Brewbaker, a former Bank of Hawaii chief economist, economic forecaster, analyst of Hawaii’s real estate, bio-tech, and energy & industries, (and local surfer) will speak about Japan’s export oriented trade trajectory, growth path, and connections to Hawaii. Presented by the KCC Economics & Business Club.

11:00 -2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
ECO ART SHOW AND ECO CHRISTMAS SALE
Presented by KCC International Cafe, KCC’s national award winning intercultural service learning pathway, led by leaders Isaac Lau and Isa Shimizu.

11:00-12:00 PM Olona 209
THE CHINESE ECONOMY AND HAWAII
Maurice Mendez, international businessman, humanitarian and consultant to world governments will speak on economic development & tourism, and about China’s evolving economy and its link to Hawaii. Presented by the KCC Economics & Business Club.

11:00-1:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
HONOLULU PASSPORT AGENCY Representatives of the Honolulu Passport Agency will be here to provide information on obtaining a US Passport.

11:00-1:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
ECO ART SHOW AND ECO CHRISTMAS SALE
Presented by KCC International Cafe, KCC’s national award winning intercultural service learning pathway, led by leaders Isaac Lau and Isa Shimizu.

12:30 – 1:30 PM  Olona 209
JAPANESE TRADE AND INTER-RELATIONSHIP WITH HAWAII
Kazushi. Both musicians teach at the UHM music department.

12:15-1:30 PM Lama 116
THE GUIDES PROJECT Connie Flores, director/producer of this 20 minute documentary, will present interviews and historical footage from 1959-1985 and lead discussions about the history of transgender in historic Chinatown, Honolulu.

130– 1:30 PM Olona 209
JAPANESE TRADE AND INTER-RELATIONSHIP WITH HAWAII
Paul Brewbaker, a former Bank of Hawaii chief economist, economic forecaster, analyst of Hawaii’s real estate, bio-tech, and energy & industries, (and local surfer) will speak about Japan’s export oriented trade trajectory, growth path, and connections to Hawaii. Presented by the KCC Economics & Business Club.

10:30-10:50 AM Olona 201
INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMATS IN RESIDENCE: EAST-WEST CENTER
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10:00-12:00 PM Olona 209
THE CHINESE ECONOMY AND HAWAII
Maurice Mendez, international businessman, humanitarian and consultant to world governments will speak on economic development & tourism, and about China’s evolving economy and its link to Hawaii. Presented by the KCC Economics & Business Club.

1:00-3:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
KCC KOREAN CLUB  Enjoy cultural presentations by the KCC Korean Club.

1:15-3:30 PM Ohi’a 118
KULU HINA Aina Wong-Kalani will introduce her story as a transgender native Hawaiian teacher who inspires inclusiveness and respect for Hawaiian culture.

Thurs, Nov 19

9:00-10:30 AM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
THE SPORTS OF BURMA
Enjoy Sevillanas and bambir, agung, and gandingan is played with a ball woven of cotton and combined with sharp dance and elegant movement. Organized & played by students of Asian 100.

11:00 -2:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
KCC KOREAN CLUB  Enjoy cultural presentations by the students of Korean language.

11:00-1:00 PM ‘Ohia’s Cafeteria
ETHNOMUSICOLOGY: A GLIMPSE INTO WORLD MUSIC
Try out the indonesian angklung, a bamboo instrument which has a beautiful resonant pitch. Presented by Beryl Yang and the students of MUSIC 107.
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